
The Skull Squires
These intergalactic visitors from another world 
seek to create mischief and have fun. They are the 
pranksters at any party.

Prepared by: 

Joe Blanck

Founder and  

Creative Director, 

A Blanck Canvas

Built in Australia, the crew of 5 Skull Squires are  

a reminder not to take ourselves too seriously and to dance 

occasionally! They generate a sense of fun and levity and 

have playful interactions with every audience. From roving 

crowd interaction to choreographed dance performances, 

The Skull Squires are sure to be a hit at your next event.
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Information sheet

https://ablanckcanvas.com


The Skull Squires
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The Team

There are 7 members of The Skull Squires team, including:

 -5 professional performers 

 -1 puppetry director

 -1 production assistant

Construction & Fabrication

The Skull Squires have large, foam-sculpted skull heads that are bright, 
metallic  chrome in finish with colourful illuminated eyes making them a 
striking visual wether performing in daylight or at night. 

The Squires wear matching chrome fabric body suits and high-top 
sneakers for maximum danceability and easy movement through a crowd. 
Their head to toe reflective silver covering make them a spectacular 
highlight at a large event and ensures that the performers really stand out 
even when interacting in large crowds. The light-weight foam construction 
allows the puppeteers to undertake complex, energetic movements during 
a show.

The battery operated LED eyes of the Squires can be customised to any 
colour and pre-programmed to add to a performance. An expressive and 
dynamic ensemble, they can deliver a full range of motion as well as facial 
expressions by the use of their moveable jaw.

https://ablanckcanvas.com


Technical Requirements
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The Skull Squires

Performance

• Each performance of The Skull Squires runs for 45 minutes.  

• The Skull Squires are energetic performers who can rove a large area 
during a show. The Skull Squires’ performances can be either a high 
energy audience interaction or a “flash mob” dance routine, where they 
move to di�erent spaces performing short routines.

• The LED lights contained in the Squires eyes create an impressive 
impact which is favoured when performed in a darker environment.

• The puppeteers will assess the audience for interaction possibilities. 
These cheeky characters will grab any opportunity to create a fun 
moment with the crowd. Skilled dancers, mimes and party animals, the 
Skull Squires are high-energy and bring the sense of fun and playfulness 
to every performance.

• The Skull Squires can also free rove when not dancing or performing. 
Onlookers love the opportunity to get up close to them and have 
moments of connection.

• The Skull Squires are highly mobile on almost any surface. They are 
skilled at navigating crowds and finding their way in high volume 
attended events.

• Performance area to accommodate the 5 performers and their energetic 
routines. There should be ample space to move plus room for the 
audience to watch from a safe perspective.

• A safe, private area where The Skull Squires can prepare prior to their 
performance.

• Audio is via a battery operated boom box while roving, but dependant 
on the performance required, speakers may be needed.
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Contact: 

Joe Blanck

Founder and  

Creative Director, 

A Blanck Canvas

+ 61 4 10 654 601

+ 61 3 90412300 

info@ablanckcanvas.com

ablanckcanvas.com

To discuss how you can work with us to 

deliver your event, please get in touch for 

an obligation-free quotation.
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The Skull Squires

Watch performance video

mailto:info%40ablanckcanvas.com?subject=The%20Falcon%20-%20Enquiry
http://ablanckcanvas.com
https://ablanckcanvas.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wb2ozfieCI8

